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members5
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What can Euclid Network do for the
Social Entrepreneurs and Impactdriven Leaders in your Network?
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1. Explore markets abroad through Erasmus for
Young Entrepreneurs exchanges

Supported by the
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2. Learn from peers in other countries through
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• Create connections and networks

with impact-driven leaders and the social

enterprise ecosystem
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PeerEx leadership exchanges and webinars
3. Access EU Funding through toolkits and
webinars
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4. Stay up to date on social enterprise trends
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tackling similar challenges
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and insights via our Knowledge Center,
webinars and newsletters

• Access insider knowledge, advice and
support
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5. Take part in events and connect to impact
practitioners working on similar challenges

• Find new opportunities and join (EU-)

T: 01702 460047

funded projects and find consortium partners
• Scale-up and internationalize your business
• Join in common research efforts
• Access awards and events such as Impact
Summit, Policy-Building Workshop and more
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Let’s stay in touch!
Contact person: Veerle Klijn
team@euclidnetwork.eu
Follow us on social media @EuclidNetwork

• Gain visibility through our network of
members that represent over 100.000
organisations throughout Europe and beyond

Visit our website and learn more
www.euclidnetwork.eu
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Who
are we

Our mission

Our members

Founded in 2007, Euclid Network has been a

EN celebrates the diversity of all actors involved

frontrunner in shaping the European impact

in the social finance field; social enterprise

ecosystem in the past decade. This coming

networks, civil society organisations, incubators,

decade, more than ever, collaboration and

universities, knowledge platforms, social funds

knowledge-sharing is key in achieving true

and other impact-driven support organisations.

results. The global community of changemakers

People and entities who have the openness to

is growing and so is our Network. Our members

learn from, encourage and inspire each other to

make creating impact their daily business. Our

drive positive change.
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vision is to see social enterprise and impact
driven leaders empowered to drive positive
EN is a growing European network for
organisations that support social
entrepreneurs and impact-driven
leaders. Our members are based in 21
countries and represent over 100.000
organisations throughout Europe and
beyond.

change in Europe and beyond.

Working with members
and partners, we:
• Create connections between leaders in the
impact and social enterprise ecosystem
• Share and produce leadership, professional

We are a strategic partner of the European
Commission and an observer to the United
Nations Task Force on Social and Solidarity
Economy (UNTFSSE). Euclid Network
enhances the field of social finance through

They represent
over 100.000 social
enterprises and
impact-driven
organisations. Back
covering 21
European and
neighbouring
countries

and entrepreneurial knowhow
• Influence European policy and funding and
strengthen members’ and network
participants’ EU engagement

Member benefits
EN is able to offer affordable membership fees

• Raise the visibility and understanding of

thanks to our track record in winning consistent

building, networking and international

social enterprise in business, academia,

long-term EU funding. This ensures great value

advocacy.

government and the wider society

content, networking and capacity-building for

knowledge exchange, research, capacity

member organisations.
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